INTRODUCTION
. 1. 1. INTBODTJCTION There are many methods for polynomial regression. Most classical methods are well known. There are many methods for polynomial regression. Most classical methods are well known. Bayesian approaches have been devised by Guttman (1967) , Halpern (1973) and Young Bayesian approaches have been devised by Guttman (1967) , Halpern (1973) and . Hager Antle (1968) studied Guttman's method for determining the degree of (1977) . Hager & & Antle (1968) studied Guttman's method for determining the degree of a a polynomial and concluded that it was not of practical value. They also recommended that polynomial and concluded that it was not of practical value. They also recommended that future approaches to this problem be compared to the lack-of-fit procedure. Halpern made future approaches to this problem be compared to the lack-of-fit procedure. Halpern made such comparison which indicated that his method, using vague prior on the parameters, such a a comparison which indicated that his method, using a a vague prior on the parameters, was of practical value. However, unless vague prior is used on the parameters, Halpern's was of practical value. However, unless a a vague prior is used on the parameters, Halpern's method appears to be computationally cumbersome. method appears to be computationally cumbersome.
Young's procedure is not designed for determining the correct degree of the polynomial, Young's procedure is not designed for determining the correct degree of the polynomial, but is designed only for optimal prediction. Hence, Young's procedure always yields a a but is designed only for optimal prediction. Hence, Young's procedure always yields polynomial of maximal degree. Young's procedure requires numerical methods to approxi polynomial of maximal degree. Young's procedure requires numerical methods to approxi mate mode. mate a a mode. The initial assumptions of the method proposed here closely resemble those of Young. The initial assumptions of the method proposed here closely resemble those of Young. However, we also attempt to determine the correct degree of the polynomial being estimated. However, we also attempt to determine the correct degree of the polynomial being estimated. As recommended by Hager Antle, we have compared our procedure with the lack-of-fit As recommended by Hager 
1.
The least squares estimator 6 for 6 and the error sum of squares s are independent sufficient The least squares estimator ~ for (J and the error sum of squares 8 are independent sufficient statistics for the problem. Hence, the components #< given 8 are independently normally statistics for the problem. Hence, the components ~, given (J are independently normally distributed distributed with mean with mean (J{. 6 t and and variance variance u <r 2 , and are independent of s given 8, which is such that 2 , and are independent of 8 given (J, which is such that so--2 is chi-squared with n degrees of freedom. That is 8U-2 is chi-squared with n-degrees of freedom. That is 
Hence, e^-NUl 
As result of (21) and (2-3) the joint marginal distribution of the 8 t and s is proportional to As a a result of (2'1) and (2'3) the joint marginal distribution of the ~{. and 8 is proportional to
The mean of the distribution (2-2) will provide us with the Bayes rule for estimating 8 t The mean of the distribution (2·2) will provide us with the Bayes rule for estimating (J, whenCT 2 and of and hence z i are known. We proceed in manner somewhat similar to that of when u 2 and u: and hence Zi are known. We proceed in a a manner somewhat similar to that of Efron and use the data to estimate the z t . However, this procedure differs Efron & & Morris (1973) and use the data to estimate the z,. However, this procedure differs from theirs in that we shall not assume the z i are all equal nor shall we use loss function in from theirs in that we shall not assume the Zi are all equal nor shall we use a a loss function in obtaining our estimates. Indeed, the process of selecting an appropriate model for regression obtaining our estimates. Indeed, the process of selecting an appropriate model for regression is accomplished by estimating certain z i to be 1.
is accomplished by estimating certain z, to be 1.
We eventually express complete vagueness in our prior opinion of 8 0 0 , the constant term of the polynomial, by taking o- §= =00. Hence, we use the least squares estimator b o to estimate
We eventually express complete vagueness in our prior opinion of d , the constant term of the polynomial, by taking u8 oo. Hence, we use the least squares estimator 9 0 to estimate 8 d 00 ,. The theory at this point will not allow such an assignment. So, temporarily we assume The theory at this point will not allow such an assignment. So, temporarily we assume u8 is fixed fixed at some large positive value. We also assume that a% is at some large positive value. We also assume that (2·5) (2-5) also assumes (2·5) and uses a a vague prior on 8 0 0 • The constraint (2·5) reflects also assumes (2-5) and uses vague prior on 6 . The constraint (2-5) reflects a a prior opinion that becomes increasingly stronger, as the index i i increases, that 8, is near prior opinion that becomes increasingly stronger, as the index increases, that d t is near zero. The assumptions in (2·5) can be relaxed in varying degrees to the point of being eli zero. The assumptions in (2-5) can be relaxed in varying degrees to the point of being eli minated entirely. However, we believe that (2-5) is appropriate for most practical problems. minated entirely. However, we believe that (2·5) is appropriate for most practical problems.
In terms of the z, our assumptions are In terms of the z i our assumptions are
where E is a a known positive number near zero. where e is known positive number near zero.
Although estimates of the z, are enough to give us an estimate of 8, it is both practical and Although estimates of the z i are enough to give us an estimate of 6, it is both practical and convenient also to estimate u 2 • One way to do this is to use a a maximum likelihood procedure and select a 2 and and the unknown the unknown z, z i to maximize (2·4) subject to the restrictions in (2·6).
convenient also to estimate a 2 . One way to do this is to use maximum likelihood procedure and select u 2 to maximize (2-4) subject to the restrictions in (2-6). First, we make the transformation First, we make the transformation
for for i i = = 1, ... , m. Then (2·4) may be rewritten as 1, ...,m. Then (2-4) may be rewritten as
ESTIMATING ESTIMATING THE HYPEBPABAMETEBS THE HYPERPARAMETERS
We could estimate the hyperparameters TJ by selecting them to maximize (2-8) subject to We could estimate the hyperparameters ~ by selecting them to maximize (2·8) subject to the restrictions in (2-6). In terms of the V t , (2-6) becomes the restrictions in (2·6). In terms of the ~. (2·6) becomes (3-1) (3·1) Thus (2-8) could be maximized subject to (3-1). But we prefer to put prior on (z t z m , m+1 ) Thus (2'8) could be maximized subject to (3'1). But we prefer to put a a prior on (Zl' ...
which is proportional to which is proporlionalto
Pm+V m+l ifor the z t satisfying the restrictions in (2-6) and + 1 > O.
for the z, satisfying the restrictions in (2'6) and V V m m+1 > 0. Apart from the restrictions in (2-6) we see that (3-2) is product of independent beta Aparl from the restrictions in (2·6) we see that (3·2) is a a product of independent beta distributions and gamma distribution. The choice y { -1 gives a uniform distribution 1 gives a uniform distribution of of z, z t distributions and a a gamma distribution. The choice y, = and larger values of y 4 express stronger opinions that the z i are near 1. In testing the hypoand larger values of y, express stronger opinions that the Zi are near 1. In testing the hypo thesis thesis that that 8, 8 t = -0, in the classical sense. we essentially express a prior opinion that 8, = 0 0, in the classical sense, we essentially express a prior opinion that 6 i = 0 and will stay with that opinion unless sampling evidence is sufficiently strong to reject the and will stay with that opinion unless sampling evidence is sufficiently strong to reject the hypothesis. Apart from the restrictions in (2-6), we believe that selecting values of y t larger hypothesis. Aparl from the restrictions in (2·6), we believe that selecting values of y, larger than is in spirit similar to selecting significance levels less than 50% in testing the hypothan 1 1 is in spirit similar to selecting significance levels less than 50% in testing the hypo thesis that B t = o. 0.
thesis that 8, = The posterior distribution of (Zj 2 m >^m+i) given m + 1 ) given band 8 and « is proportional to the product s is proporlional to the product The posterior distribution of (~, ... , zm' V of (3-2) and (2-8) which can be written as of (3·2) and (2·8) which can be written as ft (3-3) (3·3) where where n = n + 1 + 2j(y m+1 -1 ) -S (y< -1)1,
provided that (3-1) is satisfied. provided that (3'1) is satisfied.
Our problem is to select V t to maximize (3-3) subject to the restrictions (3*1). If (3-3) is Our problem is to select ~ to maximize (3'3) subject to the restrictions (3'1). (3-4)
If we ignore the restrictions in (3'1) The formula for ^ in Theorem The formula for ~ is called max-min formula and is given by Barlow (1972, p. 19) . (1972, p. 19) .
It is rather difficult to make any simple statement as to how many coefficients D( will be It is rather difficult to make any simple statement as to how many coefficients $ t will be eliminated by this procedure. If given coefficient is eliminated, then all coefficients of eliminated by this procedure. If a a given coefficient is eliminated, then all coefficients of higher degree orthonormal polynomials will also be eliminated. As for those coefficients which higher degree orthonormal polynomials will also be eliminated. As for those coefficients which are left in, the shrinkage factors increase with the degree of the polynomial. Roughly speakare left in, the shrinkage factors increase with the degree of the polynomial. RougWy speak ing, coefficient d t is eliminated provided g t is 'significantly' larger than g m+1 . The previous ing, a a coefficient D( is eliminated provided g( is 'significantly' larger than gm+l' The previous statement is an oversimplification since all g i and their weights WJ must be taken into account. statement is an oversimplification since all g( and their weights ~ must be taken into account. For maximum elimination, we would want g m+1 small and all other g t large. As shown in the For maximum elimination, we would want gm+1 small and all other g( large. As shown in the Monte Carlo study in 4, it seems difficult to overeliminate when some elimination is required. Monte Carlo study in § §4, it seems difficult to overeIiminate when some elimination is required. In that study g m+1 was essentially zero and excellent results were obtained. In that study gm+l was essentially zero and excellent results were obtained.
The assumption in Theorem 1 that the g t are positive is met provided that The assumption in Theorem I that the g, are positive is met provided that m ~y,<t{n-1+2(m+Ym+1)}' Yi>! (i=I, ... ,m) . By comparing (3·3) to (2·8) we see that the problem of maximizing one is equivalent to maximizing the other. In fact, if in (3*3) and (3-4) we take jS m+1 = 00 and the Yi = 1 1 the the By comparing (3-3) to (2-8) we see that the problem of maximizing one is equivalent to maximizing the other. In fact, if in (3·3) and (3·4) we take fJm+1 = oo and the y< = problems are equivalent. problems are equivalent.
We now consider the problem of expressing complete vagueness in our prior opinion of 8 0
•
We note that there is no mathematical difficulty encountered with simply taking z We note that there is no mathematical difficulty encountered with simply taking Zo 0 = = e e = -00 in (3-1), (3-3) and (3-4) . An appropriate continuity result justifies the process of taking z 0 = 0 0
We now consider the problem of expressing complete vagueness in our prior opinion of 0 .
in (3·1), (3·3) and (3·4). An appropriate continuity result justifies the process of taking Zo = when selecting the V t to maximize (3-3) subject to (3-1). This procedure can be applied to when selecting the V. to maximize (3·3) subject to (3·1). This procedure can be applied to express vagueness for any 6 t . For example, if we wanted our estimate to be at least quadexpress vagueness for any 8 i • For example, if we wanted our estimate to be at least a a quad z x Z2 = 0. ratic, ratic, we could we could take z take Zo 0 = = Zl = = z z = o.
MONTE CAKLO STUDIES STUDIES

MONTE CARLO
The Monte Carlo study consisted of adding a a N(O,1) 1) deviate to a a polynomial P(x). P(x). Two observations were observations were made at each of the seven points made at each of the seven points x x = = 0, + 1, + and + 3. With these 14
The Monte Carlo study consisted of adding N(0, deviate to polynomial Two 0, ± 1, ± 2 2 and ± 3. With these 14
observations the following estimates of were computed: observations the following estimates of P (x) P(x) were computed: (i) Hager Antle's (1968) lack-of-fit test using 5% level of significance for each test. The parameters in (3·2) were selected to express as strong an opinion as possible that the z t were near while still keeping the g t positive. In fact opinion as possible that the Zi were near 1 1 while still keeping the gi positive. In fact
The strange selection for y 6 is because, once the others were selected, g 1 is positive provided The strange selection for Y6 is because, once the others were selected, g7 is positive provided y 6 2-5. This selection of the parameters will almost certainly eliminate the sixth degree term Y6 < < 2·5. This selection of the parameters will almost certainly eliminate the sixth degree term of the polynomial unless the sixth degree is essentially perfect. of the polynomial unless the sixth degree fit fit is essentially perfect.
(iii) This is the same as (ii) except that null values for the parameters were used. That is, (iii) This is the same as (ii) except that null values for the parameters were used. That is, all all Yi y t = = 1, jS 7 = = 00 oo and z and Zo 0 = = 0. This expresses vague prior opinion on the z t . 1, fJ7 o. This expresses a a vague prior opinion on the zi. Thus the rules (ii) and (iii) provide two extreme prior opinions on the Zi. Thus the rules (ii) and (iii) provide two extreme prior opinions on the z { . To compare the accuracy of each estimate p(x) of P(x), P(x) , the loss function L(P,P) was used where = \${P (x) i f{P(x)-P(x)}2dx and the limits on the integral were 3 and 3. Hence, for
To compare the accuracy of each estimate P{x) of the loss function L[P, P) was used where L(P,P) L(P,P) = -P(x)Ydx and the limits on the integral were --3 and 3. Hence, for each estimate, loss was observed. The process was repeated for total of 121 observations each estimate, a a loss was observed. The process was repeated for a a total of 121 observations of the loss for each rule. Also observed was the number of times in the 121 trials each rule of the loss for each rule. Also observed was the number of times in the 121 trials each rule yielded the correct degree of P{x). yielded the correct degree of P(x).
The entire process was repeated for nine different polynomials P(x) P(x) which ranged from The entire process was repeated for nine different polynomials which ranged from degree two to degree four. For each rule it was assumed that the degree of the polynomial degree two to degree four. For each rule it was assumed that the degree of the polynomial was known to be between one and six inclusive. The results are summarized in Table 1 . was known to be between one and six inclusive. The results are summarized in Table 1 . For example, in case the coefficient of the orthonormal polynomial of degree zero was 4, For example, in case 3 3 the coefficient of the orthonormal polynomial of degree zero was 4, of degree one was 10, of degree two was 20 and zero for the others. Thus case dealt with of degree one was 10, of degree two was 20 and zero for the othets. Thus case 3 3 dealt with a a quadratic polynomial. The smallest average loss was obtained by the rule (ii) which was quadratic polynomial. The smallest average loss was obtained by the rule (ii) which was 0-1874. The lack-of-fit rule yielded the correct degree 116 times in 121 trials. Although not 0·1874. The lack-of-fit rule yielded the correct degree 116 times in 121 trials. Although not shown in the table, the average loss for the least squares estimator of the full model, sixth shown in the table, the average loss for the least squares estimator of the full model, a a sixth degree polynomial, was also computed and was 0-8069 for every case. degree polynomial, was also computed and was 0·8069 for every case.
One can see that in terms of loss, (ii) did better than lack-of-fit in every case. In terms of One can see that in terms of loss, (ii) did better than lack-of-fit in every case. In terms of degree, (ii) beats lack-of-fit in out of the cases. Method (iii) beats lack-of-fit in degree, (ii) beats lack-of-fit in 6 6 out of the 9 9 cases. Method (iii) beats lack-of-fit in 4 4 cases in terms of degree and in cases in terms of loss. cases in terms of degree and in 4 4 cases in terms of 1088. 1966, p. 26) . This may improve the rules (ii) and (iii), since g m+i as given in (3-4) is used as an 1966, p. 26 As a a particular example we consider one of the results from case 6 6 of the Monte Carlo study.
As particular example we consider one of the results from case of the Monte Carlo study. The computations required to compute the estimate of 6 using rule (ii), as described in §4,
The computations required to compute the estimate of 8 using rule (ii), as described in §4, are given in The actual computation of the ^ from the g i and W t can be done in under minutes with The actual computation of the ~ from the g, and ~ can be done in under five five minutes with hand calculator using the minimum violator algorithm of Barlow (1972, p. 19 ). a a hand calculator using the minimum violator algorithm of Barlow et et al. al. (1972, p. 19 
